
OSWALD IN THE FRAME, P. 2 

(Cronkite was associated with the CIA’s Op. Mockingbird). ### MY 

attention only/ read up on Mockingbird in files). Might have a separate 

sheet on this***** 

Before that dreadful day was over the name of the witness who saw the 

assassin and relayed this information to Sawyer was Howard Leslie Brennan. 

? rif Brennan is the Commission’s “star witness” for placing Oswald in the 

frame for the shooting of JFK and Governor Connally. Even though the 

Warren Commission has no credible evidence that Brennan was ever 

able to pick Oswald out of a line up. 

Let me just add here how quickly Oswald was placed in the frame for 

i the all of the victims of that dreadful day. 

Before any the police had any forensic evidence against Oswald at 

1:40 CST on 11/22 (JFK was just pronounced dead about 30 minutes 

before this) an arrest report cited Oswald as the “man who shot and 

killed President John F. Kennedy and police officer Tippit. He also shot 

and wounded Governor John Connally.” 

1:40 CST was about a half hour after JFK was pronounced dead and a 

full hour before AF-1 w/ the new president LBJ and Jackie and JFK’s 

body and the Kennedy was airlifted: Destination: Andrews AF base. 

**** Note to myself: When was Oswald arrested in Texas 

Theatre***** Was it before 1:40?
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Brennan as the WC’s Star Witness: Two points: There is no firm 

evidence that Brennan ever was present at a line up and picked Oswald 

out of the lineup. Brennan makes the claim that was PRESENT at an 

11/22 lineup and picked out Oswald as the man he saw in the so-called 

“sniper’s nest” in the 6" floor SE corner of the TSBD. He makes this 

posthumously-published book “Eye Witness to History.” (1993). 

When Capt. Fritz was questioned by Commissioner McCloy of the WC 

about whether Brennan stood for a line up. . . all Fritz could come up 

was with a non-answer answer. (See WC 4H 227) McCloy dropped this 

line of questioning and moved on to another topic. 

Brennan’s testimony was worthless. It was staged and rehearsed and 

was privately rejected by the FBI and the Warren Commission. 

Charles Leslie Bronson was in Dealey Plaza on 11/22 taking pixs of 

the presidential motorcade. Some 5/6 minutes before the Kennedy 

motorcade turned onto Elm Street Bronson had taken shots of the 

TSBD and had captured about 94 exposures of the only open window 

gat the SE corner of the TSDB..... He offered the developed film it to 

the FBI and the Dallas Office returned it. . the Dallas Bureau was 

ordered by SOG not to send it forward. Bury it... .(“Breach of Trust”.) 

**** Parenthetically, There is, ample evidence that FBI HQers rewrote 

reports from the field that raised questions about Oswald’s quilt. *** 

Na 
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In December 1963 See Doc. Red # 1& attached 1A while the official 

account of the Kennedy assassination was being fabricated by the FBI 

and the Warren Commission behind the scenes the FBI (and the WC) 

were acknowledging that Brennan’s testimony was a hoax. Read from 

does and 1A. 

Did Oswald fire a weapon the day JFK was assassinated? 

See Belmont to Tolson 9/23/’64 (62-109060) 4) 91 +2 

(serials 3811-3845) 2,2A,22B.... 2 A, +2 

Oswald not in the so-called “sniper’s nest”... 

Oswald did not fire a rifle on 11/22 

Dismissal of that old desperate canard (fabrication) that Oswald drew 

attention to the authorities on 11/22 after the shooting because he was 

the only employee who was present that day at the TSBD who was 

absent when the police set up a post-assassination investigation). 

His sole absence set off alarm bells. The truth is that at least 18 TSBD 

employees who were at work that day left the building without ever 

checking in with the police. Just check JFK assassination Record 62- 

109060-EBF serial 2720 for witness statements.
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A FEW CLOSING POINTS: 

Over the weekend of the assassination Oswald was subjected to 14 

hours of interrogation. Officially: All we have for the record are just 

somel handwritten pages of notes made by Capt. Fritz. 

Fritz explanation was that he had requested monies for a tape recorder 

over the last two years but this request was not honored by the city 

government. So here we have the most politically charged and 

horrendous assassination of 20" Century America and we have no 

record of what was asked of Oswald and how he responded. 

It that credible!!!! Of course not. See 3 & 3A 4 th 

Question: What did Oswald reveal during these 14 hours of 

interrogation? (That he was part of a govt. program called the False 

Defector Program). .. .There are grounds for believing this. . . 

(The abortive call to John D. Hurt) 

What we do know is that Fritz’s explanation of why no tape recording 

or even stenographic record of these last words of Kennedy’s alleged 

assassin was placidly accepted and never questioned. 

All we can do is speculate on what Oswald’s last words might have been 

and why they were erased from the historic record w/o even a 

recorded remonstration from the Warren Commission. 

We do have one little insight from an account of SS Inspector Thomas J. 

Kelley. According to Kelley’s on 11/23 just before Oswald was
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transferred to the basement of Dallas Police HQers (and his own 

assassination) he had a very frank and open exchange with Kelley. He 

told the inspector that as soon as he had a lawyer and his lawyer was 

agreeable he would speak frankly with Kelley. He also agree to a 

polygraph once he had counsel. (See WCR, p. 627). 

Mention that on 11/24 Oswald had another exchange with Kelley just 

before he was led down to the basement to be transferred to the 

Sheriff’s Office but was assassinated by Jack Ruby. Oswald told Kelley 

that at the time of the assassination he was standing on the first floor 

of the TSBD when he was approached by “a young crew-cut man 

rushed up to him and said he was from the Secret Service, showed a 

book identification, and asked him where the phone was.” (Pierce 

Allman and Terrance Ford. . (see WCR p. 629). Allman testified that he 

and Ford ran up the steps to the TSBD just minutes after the shooting 

stopped and were directed to a phone by a man on the first floor. 

The final step in the lynching of Lee Harvey Oswald.



The political anatomy of this contrived set up begins with the creation 

of a “lone nut” No conspiracy conclusion. 
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The next stage was to assure that the evidence (especially the best 

evidence which was that the JFK autopsy) supported the politically 

essential conclusion that the President was the victim of a single 

shooter and that all the shots originated from the rear of the 

presidential motorcade. 

The final essential requirement was that the criminal investigation 

became nothing more than a series of reports demonstrating the guilt 

of a single individual. 

IT WAS ESSENTIAL THAT OSWALD WOULD NOT LIVE TO STAND TRIAL 

WHERE THE EVIDENCE WOULD BE TESTED BY A LAWYER OR LAWERS 

DEDICATED TO SEEING THAT HE RECEIVED A FAIR TRIAL. 

Instead of a fair trial Oswald was lynched. Y MN 

See item 4


